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Collective Bargaining Agreement

The Collective Bargaining Agreement “CBA” is negotiated every year by your GAU 
bargaining team. 
Most years, we can only open a specific number of articles to work on: 

Articles 16 and 23 (health insurance and stipends) open automatically; 
2 Articles of our choice
2 Articles of FSU’s choice

Every 3 years, “Full Book” occurs are we negotiate the entire contract (2021 is a 
“full book” year)
Bargaining begins by March 31st every year unless moved by mutual agreement of 
both parties (this year it began May 28th)



Articles Opened

GAU opened Articles 2 and 19 in addition to 2 and 23
Article 2 governs appointment lengths (amongst other things); we used this 
article to try and make progress on standardizing all appointments to the 
academic year
Article 19 was a BLANK article. We filled it in with a new disciplinary article

FSU opened Articles 7 and 12
Article 7 deals with conflicts of interest in employment
Article 12 governs tuition waivers and fees; a condition of closing bargaining 
LAST year was that FSU would open this article for us THIS year



Article 2



Article 2

Article 2 governs appointment lengths and pay periods
The purpose of opening this article this year was to try and fight proration and get 
everyone onto the same, standard academic year appointments (i.e., starting getting 
paid 2 weeks before the semester starts through the day grades get submitted; 
having no winter-break pay gap, &c.)



Article 2.2

This year we Article 2.2 a lot to try and reorganize the pay structure around academic year 
appointments in an effort to eliminate proration down from the minimum. What got crossed 
out here ends up being expanded out into their own sub-section (A) of this article. 
Addition of “appointment period” as title for this section to clarify what its subject is.



Article 2.2 A

Added this subsection wholesale. Appointments gain 3 legitimate lengths: academic year, 
semester, and summer term. First day of classes defined as the minimum start date. Specify what 
constitutes “advanced prep”, including “course development, planning or prep, required 
training…” &c. 
Any GAs with grading duties now HAVE to be paid the M+T AFTER finals week (before grades 
are due).



Article 2.2 A (1)

This is something that we struggle with getting from admin every year and would help us 
immensely in costing out ours and FSU’s packages, as well as figuring out how many GAs are 
NOT on academic year appointments, eg, being prorated, or not being paid over winter break, 
&c. 



Article 2.2 B

We added this term and subsequent definition into Article 2 because the hope is that in the 
future most appointments will be standard academic year appointments, and then we will need 
to have a regular procedure for dealing with non-academic year appointments (such as ones 
funded by grants with specific start/end dates other than the academic year)



Article 2.2 C

Since we couldn’t get FSU to commit to standardizing everyone to academic year appointments, 
this was our consolation prize: departments that have the financial means, SHOULD (don’t have 
to, but should) put their GAs who are full-year GAs (aka, not just there for 1 semester or 
another) on academic year appointments. That means no winter break gap, getting paid BEFORE 
the fall semester begins, etc.



Article 2.4 B

Addition that basically before anyone’s appointment is reduced or eliminated has to get approval 
through HR and the Graduate School first. AKA, if you weren’t prorating someone one 
semester and go to prorate them next semester, you need approval for that.



Article 2.4 C, D, E

We had to change the lettering because we inserted a new “B” above them.



Article 7

Article 7 governs conflicts of interest that arise through employment by FSU or 
outside FSU
FSU opened this one this year to insert language more clearly defining what 
relations specifically are governed by this article and what is prohibited.
They also did this with the faculty and inserted the same boilerplate language

(The faculty were much more upset by this than we were)



Article 7

FSU inserted a definition of “relatives.” Relatives for them means… the above. Pretty clear.



Article 7

FSU deleted that last clause because they said it was redundant considering the first clause. 
Which it is.
Don’t have sex with your students, folks.



Article 7

The major thing FSU added to this article. Basically, if you’re in charge of someone, you can’t be 
related to them (as defined by the other modification they made to this article). If you have to 
be in charge of a relative, you have to apply for the exception in writing to the Graduate School 
and the Provost.



Article 12

No change to status quo

Article 12 governs tuition waivers and fees. 
Last year FSU wrote into the contract that they would reopen this article for us so 
as to continue working on it (and as part of getting us to agree to close bargaining 
last year).
They opened the article but with no modifications
We offered modifications but they countered with status quo
Ultimately closed this article with no progress



Article 16

Article 16 governs health insurance and the health insurance subsidy that FSU pays 
GAs every year
This is an article that automatically reopens no matter what.
Health insurance costs increased $226 per health insurance plan this year.
FSU covered the entire cost of the increase… +$5 for domestic GAs



Article 16

We actually meant to agree to the “dental insurance” part last year but it got knocked off 
somehow so we added it back in.
Note that health insurance is a guarantee (“shall”) while vision, dental, and dependent coverage 
are just “desirable” (aka, they COULD eliminate them, but they SHOULDN’T)



Article 16

It’s now 2020-2021, baby.



Article 16

These rates reflect the $226 increase in what FSU is paying towards health insurance premiums 
(aka, your health insurance “subsidy”) across the board, so that GAs are not paying any more in 
health insurance. In fact for domestic students, although these numbers are $226 more, the 
increase in health insurance premiums are actually only $221, so for domestic GAs YOUR 
health insurance contribution will actually be $5 LESS this year!



Article 16

These rates reflect the $226 increase in what FSU is paying towards health insurance premiums 
(aka, your health insurance “subsidy”) across the board, so that GAs are not paying any more in 
health insurance. For international students, insurance went up by exactly $226, so they are 
paying the exact same amount, no more, for their health insurance this year.



Article 19

We opened this article, which was a BLANK article, in order to create a disciplinary 
article
Goal was to prevent supervisors from retaliating against their GAs by creating a 
formal disciplinary process supervisors had to go through
Ultimately brokered no agreement on this

(If you or anyone you know has experienced retaliation by your supervisor or 
others in your department, please reach out to us at grievance@fsugau.org or 
bargaining@fsugau.org so we can continue to work on this article next year.)

No change to status quo

mailto:grievance@fsugau.org
mailto:bargaining@fsugau.org


Article 23

Article 23 governs stipends, pay raises, bonuses, all of that.
This is the other article that opens automatically every year.
This year we lobbied hard for a) academic year appointments, b) a raise to the 
minimum stipend, and c) a competitive pay increase (aka, a raise, not a bonus)
Instead we received a $750 one-time bonus and that was basically it. So!



Article 23

We added in the per-semester minimum stipend rate we expect, rather than leaving it down to 
a per-hour calculation. This is one more attempt to fix some of the prorating issues that crop up 
in a way that, although falls short of just actually appointing everyone to academic year terms, 
helps signal our intent.



Article 23

It’s now 2020.
Instead of raises we’re getting bonuses again. 
Those bonuses are $100 more than the ones we got last year--$750 instead of $650
If you’re on .25 FTE instead of .5 FTE, you’ll receive $375 raises
Raises go into effect November 27th, 2020, which means they should hit your 12/18 paycheck.



Article 23

If you’ve got more than one assistantship, you’ll get a bonus of UP TO $750, but you can’t stack 
like 3 different bonuses so that you make MORE than $750 in bonuses.



Article 23

We normally get pay increases instead of bonuses, so tragically this part had to get changed to 
“bonus” instead of “pay increase” to reflect the fact that we received bonuses this year.



Article 23

If a department makes a change to any stipend greater than the minimum (changes to the 
amount, to the dates, etc) they have to notify HR of the proposed changes



Article 23

If a GA’s department CUTS their pay (via prorating or simply a stipend decrease), the GA can 
say that they want the amount they made when they were first hired.



Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)



Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)

An MOA is just an agreement both parties sign like a mini-contract stapled to the 
main contract. Kind of like an add-on or an appendix.
Very similar to an “MOU” (Memorandum of Understanding) which you might 
remember from impact bargaining
We’ve signed these before in 2019 and 2018

In 2018 specifically we signed them to create committees to study/solve 
specific problems that we all agreed were problems



Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)

Joint Labor Management Committee for 2020-2021 
Academic Year

WHEREAS, the parties are desirous of establishing a joint 
committee to discuss pay structure, appointment lengths, 
and/or summer stipends for E&G funded graduate assistants. 

Specifically, this MOA establishes a 
committee with members of FSU admin 
and GAU with a focus on GA 
appointment lengths



MOA

The committee will be 3 FSU administrators and 3 GAU members
It has to meet BEFORE January 15th for the first time
We’re supposed to be figuring out how to get more GAs onto academic year appointments, 
figuring out who exactly is being prorated and how much, and how many people would need to 
be on “limited” appointments (aka, GAs funded by grants with specific start/end dates). 


